Introduction
Over the past years many problems in classical surface theory and also more generally, submanifold theory, have been linked to certain types of completely integrable non-linear PDE (soliton equations). In certain cases this has already been known to geometers in the last century but the explicit construction of solutions by the nite gap integration scheme has only been achieved recently. The crucial ingredient is to rewrite the equations at hand as zero-curvature equations involving a spectral parameter | usually given by a non-trivial geometrical deformation of the surface. The nite gap theory then provides special solutions to those zero-curvature equations parameterized by certain algebraic curves, the spectral curves, which in certain cases account for all solutions. A standard example is that of (pluri) harmonic maps into symmetric spaces 3] which contains many examples of surface theory { constant mean and Gauss curvature surfaces, Willmore surfaces, minimal immersions | as special cases. Recently also the isometric immersion equations for maps between space forms (with at normal bundle) 4], conformally at 3-folds in the 4-sphere 8, 9] and isothermic surfaces 2] have been shown to t into this approach. In this paper we introduce a natural class of maps into symmetric spaces, curved ats, which, in a certain sense, contains all the above examples as special cases. A curved at is simply a map into a symmetric space which is tangent at each point to a at of the symmetric space, i.e. each tangent space is abelian. Since curved ats are intrinsically at (Theorem 2) they may also be viewed as natural analogues of developable surfaces in 3-space. Important examples of curved ats arise from isometric immersions of space forms into space forms via their Gauss maps (Section 3). The developing isometry identi es (locally) the curved at with a Cartan subalgebra of the Grassmanian (in which the Gauss map takes values in). The roots of the Cartan subalgebra are mapped via this isometry into principal curvature coordinates of the corresponding isometric immersion (Section 4). Further examples of curved ats come from isothermic surfaces 2] and conformally at 3-folds in the 4-sphere 8, 9]. Of course, every curve in a symmetric space is a curved at. Besides their geometric relevance curved ats are also interesting from the integrable systems point of view: scaling the derivative of a curved at gives rise to a non-trivial deformation which obviously preserves the curved at condition (Section 5). Therefore one can write the curved at condition as a zero-curvature equation on a Lie algebra valued 1-form involving the deformation { spectral { parameter linearly. Introducing the necessary loop algebras in Section 6 we then apply the nite type integration scheme to construct solutions to the curved at equations from a hierarchy of commuting algebraically integrable ODE in Lax form. This gives a space of solutions which has the functional dimension of nitely many functions of a single variable. At least in principle, each such solution can be expressed by theta functions on some algebraic curve. In the rather instructive Second author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9205293, the SFB 288 at Technische Universit at Berlin and the Graduierten Kolleg at Humboldt Universit at Berlin. simple example of a curve in the 2-sphere (which we will not persue in this paper) the spectral parameter scales the speed of the curve and at the same time scales the (geodesic) curvature inverse proportional. The lowest type curves give the geodesics (spectral curve is the Riemann sphere) and elastic curves (spectral curve is elliptic). We would like to thank Fran Burstall, Ottmar Loos and Ulrich Pinkall for stimulating discussions during the preparation of this paper. Finally, the second author would like to thank the members of the SFB 288 at TU-Berlin for their interest and hospitality. We give a Lie algebraic formulation of this de nition, which will also explain the term curved at. gives rise to a curvature isotropic map f. The Lemma shows that a curved at is at each point tangent to a at totally geodesic submanifold of N.
In view of (2.3) the k-and p-part of (2. The isometric immersions between space forms of equal curvature that arise in the above manner carry a distinguished umbilic normal eld, namely that of the ambient umbilic hypersurface of S. Conversely, consider an isometric immersion with at normal bundle and immersive Gauss map between space forms of equal curvature. Assume that we are in the critical codimension n = 2m ? 1. Then we can show the existence of a distinguished umbilic normal eld , and prove that the constancy of j j is necessary and su cient for to factor through an umbilic hypersurface of S. 
Geometry of curved flats
We have seen that a curved at f : M ! N is at each point tangential to ats in the symmetric space N. As we shall see below this implies (under certain non-degeneracy assumptions) that a curved at is intrinsically at (where the metric on N is always the one induced by the Killing form In the above discussion we saw that being a Cartan subalgebra is an open condition inside rank dimensional abelian subspaces. When we integrate the curved at equations in Section 6 we can always assure this locally by choosing the right initial conditions for the Lax ows. shows that the metric is at. like at the end of Example 2 then one can easily check that these coordinates are the principal curvature coordinates for the immersion. This provides a rather nice geometric interpretation of the developing isometry of a curved at.
The spectral parameter
In this section we reformulate the curved at equations (2.2), (2.3) as an integrability condition involving an additional -spectral -parameter. If the curved at happens to be the Gauss map of an isometric immersion (Example 2) this parameter scales the second fundamental form of the immersion and thus gives a non-trivial deformation. The existence of such a non-trivial deformation is indicative that curved ats are solutions to a certain integrable system. We will discuss this aspect in more detail in Section 6. The proof follows immediately by comparing coe cients at powers of . Thus we see that curved ats come in 1-parameter families and that their integrability equations can be rewritten as a zero-curvature condition involving and auxiliary parameter. Using the reformulation of the curved at equations (Lemma 3) as a loop of at 1-forms we will now apply the nite type integration scheme to construct solutions in terms of a hierarchy of nite dimensional commuting ODE in Lax form. Let N = G=K be a semisimple symmetric space, 
